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 Abstract 
 
When talking about superheroes, a series of questions appear. Most importantly is the             
question; ‘what makes a hero?’ This project aims to determine whether the character             
“Superman” in the film “Man of Steel” can be defined as a Superhero according to the                
theories of Peter Coogan and Stan Lee from the book “What is a Superhero?”. To do this a                  
comparative- and character analysis has been made. Furthermore, the paper will include an             
introduction to Superman’s creator and origin. Lastly there will be an analysis of the most               
important nemesis from the film. The entire paper has been made with a hermeneutic              
approach. 
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 Problem Statement 
 
Compared to the theories of Peter Coogan and Stan Lee from the book “What              
is a Superhero?”, is the character “Superman” in the film “Man of Steel” really              
a superhero? 
 
● Who is Superman, and who created the character? 
● Does Superman live up to the definition of Peter Coogan’s mission powers and identity of               
a superhero? 
● What role does the character “General Zod” play in the film and how does it affect                
Superman?  
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 Introduction 
 
Through time, superheroes have become an important part of our culture and are featured              
in comics, films, cartoons and much more. In 2011, the comic book company ​DC,​recreated               
some of their original superheroes, by adding a darker touch and making the characters              
more complex and realistic. This makes it interesting to find out whether the new              
adaptation of the character ​Superman in the film “Man of Steel” is still presented as the                
ultimate superhero. By using Peter Coogan and Stan Lee’s definitions and theories from the              
book “What is a Superhero?”, this paper will aim to explore ​if and ​how Superman is an                 
actual superhero. 
 
Methods  
To be able to figure out whether Superman lives up to the theories of Peter Coogan and Stan                  
Lee, a comparative analysis has been made. A thorough character analysis has also been              
made to give an insight in the development of a superhero. Throughout the process a               
hermeneutic approach has been used.  
 
Stan Lee’s theory of Superheroes:  
“​A superhero is a person who does heroic deeds and has the ability to do them in a way that                    
a normal person couldn’t” This means that to be a superhero you need to have exceptional                1
powers which exceeds the limitations of a normal human beings. You also need to only use                
them for good, even though there might be temptations to use them for your own benefit.                
This is because a hero needs to be selfless to be a hero. “​The problem with telling superhero                  
stories, is that it naturally follows that you need a supervillain. You need a foe who can make                  
the story interesting, someone who’s at least as powerful as - and hopefully even more               
powerful than - the hero, because that makes the story fun.” ​In this quote, Stan Lee states                 2
that he believes that in order to create a good superhero story, you need a supervillain to                 
counterpart the hero; otherwise there would be no story to write. The villain is often more                
powerful than the superhero because it makes the story more interesting. This means that              
1 “What is a superhero?” p. 115 
2 “What is a superhero?” p. 115 
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 the villain is almost just as important as the hero when creating a superhero story. The                
villains bring out a lot of emotions and characteristics to the hero, as the villain always forces                 
the hero to be the one making the hard choices and sacrifices to be able beat them.  
 
Peter Coogan’s theory of Superheroes: 
Peter Coogan’s definement of a superhero is threefold: 
The first point he mentions, is the ​Mission​: “​The mission convention is essential to the               
superhero genre because someone who does not act selflessly to aid others in times of need                
is not heroic, and therefore not a hero.” Which means that to be a hero, you have to have a                    3
selfless mission, and always aid others in times of need. Otherwise the character would not               
be worthy of the title: ​Hero​.  
The second point he makes, is the ​Powers: “Powers - or superpowers, to emphasize the               
exaggeration inherent in the superhero genre - are often put forward as the central defining               
element of the superhero; they put the ​super in superhero.” ​This quote shows that Coogan               4
believes that the character would need to have some kind of power, or superpower, in order                
to be a superhero. He also believes that it may be the most important factor when creating a                  
Superhero.  
The third point mentioned, is the ​identity​: ​“The identity convention is the clearest marker of               
the superhero genre. The identity is composed of two elements: the ​code name, ​with the               
secret identity​ being a customary counterpart to the code name and the ​costume​.”   5
This means that the identity is twofold: One as a publicly known superhero-figure fighting              
evil and wearing a recognizable costume, and another as a hidden identity to protect family               
and friends close to the character.  
 
 
 
 
3 “What is a Superhero?” p. 4  
4 “What is a superhero?” p. 4 
5 “What is a superhero?” p. 5 
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 Who is Superman? 
  
Back in 1928 writer Jerry Siegel (​1914-1996​) and cartoon artist Joe Shuster(​1914-1992​) were             6
deeply obsessed with the thought of creating a new kind of superhero. They were just               
fourteen, and it was in the midst of the ’Great Depression’ which meant that jobs were hard                 
to come by. Siegel was convinced that if they could be published in a newspaper comic-strip,                
they would become rich and famous.  
However, Siegel's dreams of being published in a newspaper was crushed when his father              
got murdered in October 1929 during a robbery of his store. Siegel kept thinking that if only                 
his father had had quicker reflexes and if only he had been as strong as Popeye , then the                  7
bullets would have bounced right off of his chest. These thoughts proved to be the               
inspiration for one of the most iconic superhero characters ever created: ​Superman​. Siegel             
used his own sorrow as a creative input to start writing his stories so that he could provide                  
for his mother.  
 
As time passed, Siegel and Joe Shuster tried to convince the comic book publisher United               
Features Syndicate to use their story, but were rejected. Despite the rejection, they both              8
still wanted to continue, and by using their high school’s mimeograph machine, they created              
their own magazine: ‘Science Fiction: The advanced guard of civilisation ’. It was at this point               9
Siegel brought his first Superman story to life; ”The Reign of The Superman ”. This was a                10
dark tale, where Superman was posing as a Supervillain who was wreaking havoc and              
destruction. Unfortunately for Siegel and Shuster, they only sold a few copies.  
 
Siegel knew that they needed to recreate Superman to become successful, so they drew              
inspiration from other writers such as Edgar Rice Burroughs , who created Tarzan in 1912.              11 12
6 Creators of Superman. 
7 A cartoon fictional character. Popeye: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popeye 
8 Nowadays known as United Media; comic strip publisher: 
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=35996 
9 January 1933 
10 A short story written by Siegel and illustrated by Shuster. The Reign of the Superman: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Reign_of_the_Superman 
11 An american writer of adventure books, such as the Tarzan or Venus series. Edgar Rice Burroughs: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_Rice_Burroughs 
12 A feral child raised in the African jungle. Tarzan: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tarzan 
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 Tarzan was a hero admired by the public at that time. Burroughs’ novels had become a huge                 
success and had made it into moving pictures, books and a comic-strip. If Siegel and Shuster                
wanted the same success as Edgar Rice, they would need to change Superman from a               
power-hungry villain, to a noble hero. In 1933 Siegel and Shuster created their first              
Superman comic-book. In this adaption, the main character Superman, possessed great           
strength but was not yet from another planet and did not wear a costume. Instead, Shuster                
had depicted him wearing a tee-shirt and trousers. 
 
They showed their creation to Detective Dan’s publisher, but he was not impressed.             13
Disappointed, they went back to the drawing board, and as months passed after their              
rejection, Siegel began to form new ideas, and by working together the pair created a new                
novel character. Unlike the ordinary comic strips of the day, such as Flash Gordon where               14
an ordinary man from the twentieth century travelled to distant planets, their strip featured              
an alien, whom had come to Earth and lived among its people without them realising.  
He was a character who wore a costume, hiding himself in plain sight by disguising himself                
as a normal citizen. A reversed hero who only wore a disguise when he was not doing heroic                  
deeds. In this disguise, he was a man wearing a business suit and glasses and he had meek                  
and mild personality. The kind of man no one would suspect of being a hero. Siegel and                 
Shuster named him Clark Kent. Superman, Clark Kent’s superhero identity, wore a costume             
which was patterned after the modern day ’strongman ’ circus artists of that time. He wore               15
a bright red cape, which swayed in the wind as he leaped across the fictional city of                 
Metropolis. To make the character more distinctive, Siegel and Shuster added an ’S’ symbol              
onto Superman’s costume. 
 
After around one day’s work, Siegel and Shuster had fully completed the soon-to-be most              
iconic superhero of our time. But in 1934, no one was interested in such a character. The                 
Newspaper Syndicate  deemed the character too crude, too immature and lacking appeal.  16
13 Created by Norman Marsh, published by Humor Publications. Dan Dunn: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Dunn 
14 A space opera comic strips created by Alex Raymond. Flash Gordon: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_Gordon 
15 An exhibitor of strength, usually weightlifting. Strongman: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strongman_(strength_athlete) 
16 A newspaper. McClure Newspaper Syndicate: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McClure_Newspaper_Syndicate 
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 The Rise of Superman 
After Siegel and Shuster had created their new character, they were ready for him to make                
them successful. Unfortunately it turned out to be a harder than what they had hoped. They                
were getting rejected from major publishers, and it would take four more years for them to                
eventually find a publisher who was interested in Superman. In 1938, they submitted their              
strip to Detective Comics (later reduced to the initials DC) and it was met with great                17 18
enthusiasm. After handing their rights to the character over to the company, they started to               
write a 13-page comic, which became available to the public during spring time the very               
same year. It was an immediate success. No one had seen a superhero like this before.                
Although he was not able to fly, he could leap and scale tall buildings. His strength was                 
unmatched as he was capable of punching through concrete walls and lift cars. His skin was                
impenetrable where even bullets would bounce off when they hit him. He was truly a               
superhero, able to rescue anyone from anything.  
 
Even though Superman was a widely popular character selling a huge amount of             
comic-books, Siegel and Shuster barely made anything from it. This forced Siegel to keep              
defining the character. During World War II in 1941, the popularity of Superman rose to               
even greater heights. Dressed in red and blue and with enough power to decimate his               
enemies, he became a national icon. A true patriot who defended America from anyone and               
anything. Special copies were sent overseas to military troops, with the intention to inspire              
to victory. Even school children were reading Superman workbooks during their school            
lessons. Siegel had created a character who could bend steel, outrun a locomotive and who               
would laugh as bullets raked across his chest. These were fantasies of little boys brought to                
live, drawn from the mind of an insecure teenager who had lost his father to a criminal.  
 
After World War II, the sales of the Superman comic-books were in decline. With little to no                 
profit from his own comics, Siegel knew he had to win back the full rights to Superman from                  
DC. After the lawsuit which Siegel lost, he was fired from DC leaving Superman to new                
writers. However, this did not mean that Siegel was done fighting for his creation.  
17Old name of DC. Detective Comics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Detective_Comics 
18 American comic book publisher. DC Comics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DC_Comics 
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Things did not go well for the pair after the lawsuit. Shuster lost his eyesight, which meant                 
that he could not draw anymore and Siegel’s wife left him and took their child with her.                 
There was no work to be found anywhere. For a long time, Siegel suffered from severe                
depression and as a final attempt to regain control over Superman, he wrote a complaint to                
a newspaper, stating that DC stole his greatest life work. Another lawsuit was filed soon               
after, and Siegel was given the right to publish his own Superman comic again. There was                
only on one condition: Siegel could never again state in the comics that he was the creator.                 
DC still owned the rights to Superman, but this meant that he could find other work now.  
In 1959 after the lawsuit, Siegel was employed by Action Comics . It had been twelve years                19
since his last Superman comic-book, and again he used his own sorrow to define the               
character. Siegel’s new Superman tales were more emotional stories. Exploring the pain of             
Superman being exiled from his own planet as an infant and the pain of losing his family to                  
the destruction of Krypton . Siegel used his writing to show the world his emotions. His               20
feelings resonate within Superman’s character and is shown in everything the character            
does. But be as it may, Siegel could not stand the fact that his name was not on his own                    
comic creations. He was fired from the company after another lawsuit in 1965, and with               
nowhere else to turn, he went to work at the rival company Marvel as a writer for The                  21
Human Torch . Fans of this comic franchise deemed the stories too old fashioned, and              22
Siegel was demoted to a position of a proofreader. Superman was still doing very well in the                 
hands of other writers and soon a Superman film starring Christopher Reeve appeared.             
Making Superman available for a whole new generation. 
 
How is Superman Portrayed? 
With a huge commercial success, Superman was featured in comic-books, films,           
radio-broadcast shows, and a television show. Siegel had already portrayed what the            
character was able to accomplish with his powers, and what drove him to do his heroic                
19 American comic book series which introduced Superman. originally known as Detective comics. Action 
Comics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_Comics 
20 Supermans birth planet. 
21 A comic book publisher; rival to DC. Publishes X­Men, Spiderman, Iron Man or Captain America. 
Marvel Comics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marvel_Comics 
22 A superhero; member of the Fantastic Four. He can engulf his body in flames and absorb all fire into 
his body; also control nearby fire. Human Torch: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Torch 
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 deeds. Other writers, such as Jeph Loeb , whom had written Superman comics for DC in the                23
past, wanted to humanize the character. What made Superman the charismatic character            
that he was and what made him a superhero? This was portrayed in the form of a live                  
action, teenage drama called Smallville in the early 2000’s. The show focused on a young               24
Clark Kent before he became Superman. The fact that no other producer had tried to show                
what trials led Clark Kent becoming the ​man of steel​, was what attracted Loeb to this                
scenario. A scenario where the main character is an alien, an outcast who is struggling to be                 
accepted, and fit in with his peers. This was something that Siegel never had done before.                
Developing the characters background could now be shown to help the audience to relate to               
their hero even further. ”​There isn’t a wrong way to portray a superhero working to make                
the world a better place, but there needs to be a commitment​” .  25
 
The television series named Smallville, portrayed Clark Kent in the most human way             
possible. This was not your average “beat them up and save the day” type of character, such                 
as Siegel had Superman portrayed in his work decades ago. Pop-culture had shifted its gaze               
from the average, almost robotic, characters of the 40’s to more relatable, more human              
superheroes, who had personal struggles and inner conflicts of their own. Jeph Loeb was the               
writer for the first three seasons of Smallville. His definition of a superhero was based on the                 
real-life everyday heroes: ”​In the real world, the heroes are the teachers and the doctors,               
and other people who give their time to the less fortunate. Those are the people who                
superhero stories are based on​” . This very much resonates within the character of Clark              26
Kent. The destruction of Krypton leaves Superman’s parents with no other choice, but to              
send their newborn baby to another planet. When he then crash lands, he is immediately               
adopted by an elderly couple, whose job is to teach him right from wrong.  
 
Smallville would span across ten seasons and was widely popular. It finally gave people a               
chance to fully know the personality and struggles of Superman sixty years after his debut.               
In Jeph Loeb’s own words, his way of creating a compelling character, is not about giving                
23 American​ award­winning comic book writer, producer and film and television writer. Jeph Loeb: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeph_Loeb 
24 Smallville is an American television series telling the story of Clark Kent and his journey becoming 
Superman, set in the fictional town of Smallville. Smallville: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0279600/ 
25 “What is a superhero?” p. 118 
26 “What is a superhero?” p. 119 
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 them great powers such as super-strength, heat vision, or freeze breath: ”​The story is about               
the people​” . Loeb wanted his character to impact his audience to be both inspired and               27
inspirational to others. Despite Siegel’s depiction of Superman as an image of what he              
wanted his father to be like, Jeph Loeb defined him by choosing human elements which               
resides in all of us, to make the character more relatable, and a bigger inspiration for the                 
twenty-first-century generation. 
 
A New Beginning for Superheroes 
On June 14 2013, just two years after the last season of Smallville, a new chapter for                 
Superman began. Zach Snyder , director of 300 and Watchmen, alongside with the famed             28
directed of The Dark Knight Trilogy , Christopher Nolan , sat out to bring back Superman in               29 30
a new film. Snyder wanted to create an origin story of how Superman came to Earth and                 
how he grew up from being Clark Kent to becoming Superman. In the film, entitled ’Man of                 
Steel’, the emphasis is on ”man”. Like Jeph Loeb before him, he wanted to bring a ’human’                 
story to the big screen. ”​It’s man first, he is not Superman yet (...) I really wanted this to be                    
the formation of superman​” . The film portrays a young Clark Kent who learns that he has                31
superpowers and is not of this Earth. As a young man, he journeys to discover where he                 
came from and what he was sent here to do. But the hero in him must emerge if he is to                     
save the world from annihilation and become the symbol of hope for all mankind. While the                
film was received with mixed reviews by its initial release, Snyder did show how important it                
was to keep the human aspect when portraying a superhero. Man of Steel featured gritty               
realism. Like Jeph Loeb, the idea was to make the character relatable. Making him going               
through the same identity struggles as many people encounter in their lives reveals how              
much superman has evolved. From a one-dimensional character to a full fledged hero with a               
massive background, Superman has again captivated the imagination of fans. With a            
27 “What is a superhero?” p. 121  
28 An American ​ film director, film producer, and screenwriter. Zack Snyder: 
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0811583/ 
29 It is a superhero film trilogy based on the character Batman from DC Comics. The Dark Knight Trilogy: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Dark_Knight_Trilogy 
30 He is an English­American film director, producer and screenwriter. Christopher Nolan: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Nolan 
31 ​http://youtu.be/MtN2SMRhlh0​ Zach Snyder interview, 0:41 ­ 1:10. 
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 grossing revenue of 668 million US dollars, it is safe to say that Superman is still a very                  
popular character today.  
 
However, Superman is not the only a superhero who follows this specific set of character               
development. Respected for his characters such as Spiderman, Ironman and Captain           
America Stan Lee is the front figure of Marvel. A comic strip company which started in 1939                 
and is a well respected trademark today. It is Stan Lee’s understanding which, like Jerry               
Siegel believed, it is the given power that the character possesses that makes them a               
superhero: ”​You need a power that is more exceptional than any other power a human being                
could possess (...) otherwise a policeman or fireman could be called a superhero​” . With that               32
said, Stan Lee still manages to capture the same human essence which Jeph Loeb and Zach                
Snyder strived for. One of Stan Lee’s famed characters, Spider-Man is just a normal teenage               
boy. He has a normal life in which he goes to high school, has friends, and trouble with his                   
homework. But he is hiding a secret agenda. Peter Parker, Spider-man’s real name, gets              
bitten by a radioactive spider and gains the powers of an arachnid. He must now protect his                 
city against criminals all while living out his life as a normal teenager would. These relatable                
stories resonates within the audience and inspires them to do greater.  
 
Summary of Man of Steel 
 
On Krypton, a planet far away, a baby boy is born. The baby, named Kal-El, is the first                  
naturally born Kryptonian, in centuries. To save his life from the imminent destruction of              
Krypton, his father, the scientist Jor-El, sends the newborn to Earth in a space pod. Before                
sending away the newborn, Jor-El implants the Codex, a genetic template for all Kryptonians              
yet to be born, into Kal’s DNA. This action costs Jor-El his life as General Zod wanted to take                   
different measures to save the Kryptonian race. Before being sent to the Phantom Zone as a                
punishment, General Zod swears to hunt down the child and take his vengeance.  
 
When Kal-El crash lands on Earth, he is adopted by two humans named Martha and               
Jonathan Kent. They name the boy Clark. Growing up, Clark has problems with being              
32 “What is a superhero?” p. 115 
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 different and it is not until he is a grown-up man that he discovers his true origin. While                  
interacting with a holographic consciousness of his biological father on an abandoned            
Kryptonian spaceship, Clark, accidentally activates a stress signal that General Zod pick's up.             
Unaware of this, Clark continues with his normal “human” life while Zod travels through the               
galaxy to hunt Clark down.  
 
When General Zod reaches Earth, it is up to Clark to save humanity from Zod’s plans. To fight                  
Zod and still be able to protect his loved ones, Clark becomes Superman. By allying with the                 
people of Earth, Superman is able to destroy the ‘World Engine’ and kill Zod. At the end of                  
the film Clark gets a job as a journalist at the ‘Daily Planet’ so no one will look twice at him                     
wanting to go to  dangerous places and ask questions. 
 
Mission Power and Identity 
 
The definition of a superhero is something that has been philosophized about for a long               
time. One of such thinkers is Peter Coogan. Coogan is the director for the institute for                
comics studies, co-founder and co-chair of the Comics Arts Conference, and an instructor at              
Washington University in St. Louis, MO. According to Peter Coogan, there are three crucial              
parts to being a superhero. The parts contain of the mission, powers, and identity. A               
superhero’s mission consists of protecting innocents and fighting evil in a selfless way that              
does not benefit the superhero himself. It is the selflessness in the characters actions which               
makes them heroes.  
A distinction between a hero and a superhero, is that the superhero actively seeks to protect                
and do good deeds by using his abilities to prevent crimes and save the world. A defining                 
part of the superhero, is the superpowers. These powers differ a lot in the superhero               
universe; from super-strength and flying, to mind-reading, or even unlimited funds and great             
athletic abilities. It is the powers and how the superheroes use them that make the               
superheroes extraordinary. It is also the powers’ wide range that makes it difficult to decide               
if some abilities qualify as superpowers. For some superheroes like Green Arrow , or             33
33 Green Arrow is a DC Comics fictional superhero. Green Arrow: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Arrow 
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 Batman , their powers lie in enhanced physical abilities. Green Arrow’s superpower lies in             34
his extraordinary archery, and Batman’s superpowers consist of martial and tactical skills,            
and for both superheroes, their wealth has a huge part to play in their crime fighting.  
Some would argue that these “powers” are not superpowers, and therefore characters like             
Green Arrow and Batman are not real superheroes. For other superheroes, their powers are              
acquired in radioactive accidents like Spiderman or Firestorm . Lastly some superheroes           35 36
are born with their powers. Superman has powers because he is an alien, and others like the                 
X-men have powers because of their naturally mutated DNA. Last but not least, there is the                37
dual identity part of being a superhero. On one side there is the public known identity,                
which consists of the identifying uniform and superhero name. On the other side there is the                
hidden identity which is often only shared with a few trusted friends of the hero. 
 
Mission 
In the Oxford Dictionary, one of the definitions of the word, ​mission, is as following: “​A                
strongly felt aim, ambition, or calling​” . Since the mission is a very important part of a                38
superhero’s character development, it is important to further clarify the definition.  
According to the book ”What is a Superhero?” the definition of the superhero mission is:               
”​The superhero’s mission is to fight evil and protect the innocent; this fight is universal,               
pro-social, and selfless. The superhero’s mission must fit in with the existing, professed mores              
of society, and it must not be intended to benefit or further the superhero. The mission fulfils                 
the hero part of superhero.” ​and ​“The mission convention is essential to the superhero              39
genre because someone does not act selflessly to aid others in times of need is not heroic and                  
therefore not a hero. [...] Superman’s mission is to be a “champion of the oppressed... sworn                
to devote his existence to helping those in need” –that is, to “benefit mankind [...]The               
superhero’s mission does, however, distinguish him or her from certain other hero types.”   40
So it can be said that one of Superman’s missions as an individual, is to figure out where he                   
34 Batman is a DC Comics fictional superhero. Batman: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Batman 
35 Spiderman is Marvel Comics fictional superhero. Spiderman: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spider­Man 
36 Firestorm is a DC Comics group of fictional superheroes. Firestorm: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firestorm_(comics) 
37 X­Men is a Marvel Comics fictional teams of superheroes. X­Men: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X­Men 
38 Oxford Dictionary, definition number 3. Mission: 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/mission 
39 “What is a Superhero?” ​p. 3. 
40 “What is a Superhero?” p. 3­4. 
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 comes from, who he is, and why he was sent to Earth. While searching answer to find out                  
the truth, to fulfill his mission, he performs many extraordinary actions and heroic deeds;              
which is also one of his missions as he cannot be defined as a real superhero without acting                  
selflessly and doing good deeds.  
During the film “Man of Steel”, Superman struggles to discover and shape his mission and               
purpose on Earth. As a young boy he has problems understanding why he is different and                
tries to adapt. Already from a young age he tries to save people and to use his powers to do                    
good. He shows many time that he want to help, he wants to save the one's in need and                   
protect the people of Earth. 
 
Uncovering the Mission 
At the beginning of the film, Jor-El is discussing with the Kryptonian council, asking for the                
Codex so that he can save the future of the people of Krypton. He says: “​Give me control of                   
the Codex. I will ensure the survival of our race. There is still hope. I have held that hope in                    
my hands​.” (2:33 - 2:41) His plan is to send Kal-El with the Codex to Earth to create colonies                   
of Krypton so Kal-El can save and preserve their race, he can ensure them a future. When                 
When Jor-El and his wife Lara, Kal-El’s biological mother, are preparing him for his journey to                
Earth, Jor-El says: “​It´s our people's only hope​.” (09:00-09:02) Meaning that Kal-El and his              
escape to Earth, is the only way to save their race, as their planet is about to die, and they                    
no longer have colonies around the galaxies as they used to have in the past. He previously                 
explained to the council on Krypton that there is no chance to save Krypton and no way to                  
ensure the rescue and the transport of the people on Krypton to another planet. 
 
As Jor-El is fighting Zod minutes before the launch of Kal-El’s pod, Jor-El says: “​This is a                 
second chance for all of Krypton. [...] We've had a child, Zod. A boy child. Krypton's first                 
natural birth in centuries. And he will be free. Free to forge his own destiny.​” (12:01-12:22)                
What Jor-El is trying to tell Zod in this quote, is that Kal-El symbolises and ensures a second                  
chance for Krypton, for every being yet to be born that is encrypted in the Codex, not only                  
who Zod thinks should be saved; which is why it is important that he is safe and sound on                   
Earth and not in a planet that is about to die. Minutes before the explosion of Krypton, Lara                  
also says: “​Make a better world than ours, Kal.​”(18:21-18:24) meaning that she also thinks              
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 that the boy child represents a second chance for Krypton but also for a future improved                
world then what Krypton became, and that he should make the Earth a better place than                
Krypton could ever have been. Kal-El parents, before he was even born, have given him a                
huge responsibility; the mission to ensure a future for their race, to give them a second                
chance for a better and brighter future. Despite everything Kal-El will be going through              
during his time on Earth, his parents have already given him another heavy load to carry, as                 
he is responsible for the future of his race. 
 
As a child on Earth, Clark saves a school bus full of his classmates, as the bus falls into a lake,                     
and afterwards, when his father is asking for an explanation, he says: “​I just wanted to help​”                 
(28:26-28:28), Clark tries to explain why he had used his superpowers in front of other               
people when he is supposed to keep them a secret to keep him safe from harmful eyes.                 
Already at young age, Clark tries to rescue people by using his superpowers. He does not                
want people suffering, and does anything in his powers to prevent it. At the same time, he                 
does not really understand why he is different. To this, his father answers​: “I know you did,                 
but we talked about this. Right? Right? We talked about this. You have… Clark, you have to                 
keep this side of yourself a secret.” 
Clark: “What was I supposed to do? Just let them die?” 
Jonathan: “Maybe. There's more at stake here than just our lives, Clark, or the lives of those                 
around us. When the world… When the world finds out what you can do it´s gonna change                 
everything. Our beliefs, our notions of what it means to be human. Everything. [...] People               
are afraid of what they don’t understand. [...] You're the answer to ‘Are we alone in the                 
universe?’” ​(28:28-30:31)  
This conversation shows that Clark is having problems figuring out who he is, why he is                
different from his school classmates and the rest of the people, and how he should behave.                
He still does not know where he comes from or why he is the way he is but after this                    
conversation Clark starts to understand himself better and the reason his father wants his              
superpower and his past to be hide from the world. Clark understands that he is a big news                  
for Earth and that who he is will change the world, nothing will be the same as soon as the                    
people of Earth will find out the truth about him. His father fears that people will end up                  
being afraid of him if they knew the true extent of his powers, but at the same time he                   
cannot predict whether Clark is going to be a good or a bad thing for the Earth as he does                    
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 not yet know who he will grow up to be. Because of his super abilities Clark might be an                   
amazing news for Earth but also the worst and most dangerous being that never lived on the                 
planet. Either way, Clark is going to be stronger than any other human. Later Jonathan says                
to him: ​"You just have to decide what kind of man you want to grow up to be, Clark. Because                    
whoever that man is, good character or bad, he's… he's gonna change the world."              
(1:06:30-1:06:40) Which also shows that Jonathan believes that whatever choices Clark is            
going to make and whatever man he is going to be, he is surely going to change the world.                   
Jonathan also believes that Clark will not have to hide his abilities for the rest of his life. He                   
believes that at some point in his life, Clark will decide what to do with them and which                  
mission to carry out to the world. 
 
As a grown-up man, Clark overhears two Canadian soldiers in a bar discussing about an               
anomalous object that the American and Canadian soldiers found in the ice and are              
investigating in the Canadian Arctic. Clark infiltrates the military base, as a cargo helper, with               
a fake identity and work history, and discovers an ancient Kryptonian scout-spaceship which             
had been trapped in the glacier for more than 18,000 years. While he explores the               
spaceship, he interacts with a holographic artificial consciousness belonging to his           
Kryptonian father. The two of them talk of who Clark, or Kal-El, is, where he comes from,                 
and why he was sent to Earth. The hologram says: "​You're as much a child of Earth now as                   
you are of Krypton. You can embody the best of both worlds. [...] The symbol of the house of                   
El means hope. Embodied within that hope is the fundamental belief in the potential of every                
person to be a force for good. That's what you can bring them​." (46:22 - 47:07) In this quote,                   
Jor-El is trying to explain to Kal-El, the reason for sending him to Earth. The reason for this,                  
was to try to help Earth and its inhabitants to avoid making the same mistakes as the                 
Kryptonians did, as theirs eventually lead to Krypton's destruction. Jor-El wants Kal-El to be a               
rolemodel for the humans, so they can strive for good and not repeat Kryptonian history.               
Their house symbol is a symbol of hope, which Jor-El also wants Kal-El to bring to the                 
humans. A hope for a better future and greater good. This though, is not the only reason for                  
Kal-El being sent to Earth. Jor-El and Lara also wanted to guarantee him a future and the                 
freedom to create it himself. They wanted to save his life by sending him to Earth, even                 
though they knew that it would be hard for him to adapt. They also wanted to ensure a                  
future to their race, to guarantee Kryptonian salvation and the possibility of a new future. 
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Later in the film, the humans discover a spaceship on its way to Earth. This turns out to be                   
General Zod, who is reaching out to Kal-El in a dream-illusion while holding him captured in                
his spaceship. Zod tells him of his past, his side of the story, his future plan for Earth, and for                    
Superman himself: "​You led us here, Kal. Now it’s within your Power to save what remains of                 
your race. [...] So that Krypton can live again on Earth​.” (1:16:32-1:17:03) This means that               
Zod wants Kal-El to recreate Krypton on Earth and save the Kryptonian race; by firstly using                
the world engine which Zod and his fellow officers found on an abandoned outpost planet,               
to reshape Earth into Krypton characteristics. Secondly by using the Genesis Chamber found             
in the scout-spaceship that Clark discovered, and the Codex hold in Kal-El DNA that contains               
the genetic registry of every Kryptonian citizen yet to be born. The Codex was stolen from                
Krypton by Jor-El and now is found in Kal-El’s genetic material. Zod wants Superman to be a                 
part of his mission to recreate Krypton. Later in the same spaceship, Kal-El is talking with                
Jor-El’s hologram. He asks if it what Zod said of the Codex was true. His father's answers:                 
”We wanted you to learn what it meant to be human first, so that one day, when the time                   
was right, you could be the bridge between two peoples. [...] You can save all of them.​”                 
(1:22:40-1:23:01) Jor-El indirectly admits that Kal-El’s purpose of being on Earth was not only              
to save his life, which was otherwise condemned on Krypton, but also to bring hope to the                 
human race, and to save Krypton’s people, and possibly have them colonising Earth.  
 
To Help the Ones in Need 
During most of the film, Clark is discovering his beliefs and creating his own person, who he                 
really is. By helping and saving people, no matter how big or small his help and effort is, he                   
always puts other people's lives before his own, and tries to save them, and help them in                 
any way he can. This will always be his sole motive; To help people who need it. At one point                    
Clark is rescuing some workers escaping a fire on an oil platform in the sea. He brings them                  
to a heliport to be rescued. He also keeps a tower from falling and crushing the helicopter                 
sacrificing his own rescue. This secure their safety during the platform evacuation. As he              
uses his power to save people, he puts himself in danger.  
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 In a flashback Clark is saving a school bus full of kids from drowning in a river because the                   
bus drove off course. He even saves a kid who is deep in the lake which was someone who                   
was usually teasing him in school. During Clark’s discovery of the ancient Kryptonian             
scout-spaceship, he also helps the journalist, Lois Lane, to cauterise her bleeding wound,             
and save her life after she was attacked and hurt by a robot guarding the spaceship. In yet                  
another flashback Clark wants to help people getting to safety during a tornado, however his               
father will not risk him exposing himself and his abilities to the world. Because of this                
specific motivation, Clark is not able to save his father’s life, as his father wants to protect                 
Clark to his last breath. Superman is also described by the journalist, Lois Lane, as a                
“guardian angel” (50:50-50:52), someone who spends their life watching over people and            
protecting them when they need it.  
 
At the end of the film we see Clark and his adoptive mother Martha, at his father Jonathan’s                  
tombstone: ​Martha: "He always believed you were meant for greater things. And that when              
the day came your shoulders would be able to bear the weight." 
Clark: "Yeah, I just wish he could have been here to see it finally happen." 
Martha: "He saw it, Clark, believe me." ​(2:07:53-2:08:10) 
This conversation shows that Jonathan believed in Clark and in the fact that he would               
become a good person, but Martha also alludes to the fact that Jonathan already knew that                
Clark would save the world and the people of Earth. During this conversation, a flashback of                
a ten-year-old Clark playing with his dog in the garden with a red cape, appears. This could                 
be perceived as a prediction of the future Superman. 
 
This picture shows a young Clark playing with his dog in the garden during a flashback. He is wearing a red coat                      
used as a cape as a symbol of his heroism. ​©Man of Steel 
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 The Mission and Facing Villains 
Another part of the mission which Clark was focused on throughout the film, is the mission                
of defeating the Super Villain General Zod.  
Since General Zod came to Earth and demanded the surrender of Kal-El in return for the                
safety of the Earth, Kal-El has been uncertain of whether he could trust General Zod or not.                 
The two of them have had several battles until the final confrontation where Superman has               
to kill General Zod to protect an innocent family and the rest of the people of Earth and                  
Earth itself.  
The only reason for this action, is because Superman realised that the only way to prevent                
Zod from killing more people, is to kill him. Otherwise he would not have stopped with the                 
innocent family, he would have kept killing until every person on Earth had died.  
Superman kills General Zod by breaking his neck, and in doing so, he goes against his mission                 
to protect, help and save people, as breaking Zod’s neck is an act of pure violence. This is a                   
decision of which he struggles with, and after the deed is done, he breaks down and seeks                 
comfort from the journalist; Lois Lane.  
Even though he may have done it for the greater good, it was still an act of evil, and it goes                     
against everything he believes in and strives to be. He comes to the conclusion that because                
of who he is and what he can do, he has a responsibility to only use his powers for good.  
 
In one of the final moments in the film, Clark’s mother Martha asks him about his future                 
plans: 
Martha: "What are you going to do when you're not saving the world? Have you given any                 
thought to that?"  
Clark replies​: "I have actually. I gotta find a job where I can keep my ear to the ground.                   
Where people won't look twice when I want to go somewhere dangerous and start asking               
questions." [...] ​(2:08:55-2:09:16) Minutes later Clark is seen biking across Metropolis and             41
enters the Daily Planet’s headquarters. He is formally introduced to his new journalist,             42
co-workers, and Lois Lane, as she works there too, which may have been one of his reason                 
for choosing this particular newspaper. The two of them pretend to meet for the first time in                 
order to protect his identity as Superman, and she says: ​"Welcome to the             
41 A fictional city created by DC Comics. Metropolis: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metropolis_(comics) 
42 Newspaper in Superman’s universe (located in Metropolis). 
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 Planet.​"(2:10:02-2:10:04) Which if of course meant as ‘The Daily Planet’, but is also a hint               
that she knows of his true identity. Being a reporter, is for Clark a way to stay in contact with                    
current news, without attracting too much attention. Which means he can investigate while             
also be ready to change identity and be Superman when needed. Clark will continue to help                
Earth create a better future but he will also carry on with his mission to protect, help and                  
save mankind. 
 
Power 
The whole concept of Superman being “Super”, is based on his Superpowers. However there              
are plenty of superheroes who do not have any powers who are considered superior, or at                
least more popular than Superman. 
A superhero does not necessarily need a superpower to be a superhero, or does he?               
Superman is alien to the people of Earth. He was born on Krypton which is known for its                  
harsh environment and therefore the atmosphere on Earth allows him God-like abilities.            
Super-strength, super-speed, flying, evolved senses, heat - and x-ray vision; what would            
happen if he did not have these powers? The point here, is that the intelligence of a                 
superhero is also part of his powers. Superman could have become a Super villain, due to his                 
bravery, patience, honour, noble spirit, and sense of responsibility. The hero’s state of mind              
is also part of the superpowers, otherwise they would not be heroes but just people with                
Superpowers. 
 
According to the book “What is a superhero?” one's powers, or Superpowers, are often put               
as a central aspect of the superhero to emphasise the exaggeration. Superpowers are             
defined as a set of abilities, which raise a person's performance above a mere human               
standard. These abilities are often thought of as supernatural, meaning they defy the laws of               
physics. For this reason, some superheroes are perceived as not being real superheroes. For              
example Batman – his only superpower is his wealth, which does not usually come as physics                
defying. In the​book ​, Peter Coogan points out that superpower’s do not necessarily h​ave to               43
disregard the laws of physics. He also gives examples of Wildcat and Golden Age Atom ​,               44 45 46
43 “What is a Superhero?” ​Edit by Robin S. Rosenberg and Peter ​Coogan,​ 2013. 
44 The name of several DC Comics fictional characters that are all superheroes. Wildcat: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildcat_(comics) 
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 who are only devoted athletes. Another example is ​Tony Stark ​, who has the extremely              47
powerful Iron Man suit, however this “superpower” is not something he is born with. In               48
this case, one may argue that it is thanks to Stark's genius mind that he created the suit.                  
Furthermore, there is ​Green Lantern ​, who only possesses special abilities after being given             49
a magical ring. Here the protagonist’s Hal Jordan's argument of defence can be his              
extraordinary willpower which lets him possess the power of the Green Lantern ring. 
Peter Coogan writes: ​“​Superpowers can come from extraordinary abilities, like the X-Men’s            
mutant abilities (extraordinary in the literal sense); advanced technology, like Iron Man’s            
armour; or highly developed physical or mental skills, like Batman’s martial arts prowess or              
his supreme tactical abilities. Superpowers can also include mystical abilities that result from             
years of study and training, like Dr. Strange’s mastery of the mystic arts.”  50
This quote shows that the author Peter Coogan thinks that almost every “above average”              
skill or power can be defined as a superpower. He mentions that this includes everything               
from advanced technology to mutated DNA. This is of course only one person’s view, and               
almost everybody has a different view of the definition of true Superpowers.  
 
The Origin of Superman’s Powers 
Superman's powers come from a very straightforward source. He is an alien, a Kryptonian              
from the planet Krypton. Kryptonians are a humanoid race; human in their structure and              
appearance, yet their biology is far more advanced than the one of Earth's inhabitants.              
Kryptonians are capable of utilising energy in their bodies with a far more elaborate and               
direct manners than humans. They developed various abilities amongst themselves;          
super-strength, heat and x-ray vision or flight being examples of this. The reason Superman              
possesses so many powerful abilities is mainly because of the Earth's Sun. Kryptonian             
47 ​The fictional character of the superhero wearing the Iron Man suit from Marvel Comics.  
48 The fictional superhero character from Marvel Comics. Iron Man: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iron_Man 
49 ​Name of a number of fictional character from DC Comics. Green Lantern: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Lantern 
50 “What is a Superhero?” ​p.​ 4-5 
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 cellular structure is much more dense and can function as a battery, metabolising specific              
wavelengths of radiation as fuel to enable superhuman abilities or vital functions. 
 
Superman's powers consists of: super-strength, invulnerability, flight, superhuman speed,         
x-ray and heat vision, superhuman vision, sense of smell and hearing. Those are the ones               
shown in the film Man of Steel. However in his comic book history, he has been seen using                  
his eidetic memory, superhuman intelligence, powerful breath or his tactical skills. Of course             
every being has its weakness. In this case Superman’s biggest weakness is Kryptonite . It is a                51
radioactive piece of Kryptonian crystal created by fusion when Krypton imploded. Kryptonite            
causes Superman physical pain and loss of powers. If exposed for a long time it ultimately                
causes him to die. Another of Superman’s weaknesses are the Red Sun Radiation, which only               
occurs in the planetary system of Krypton, or magic. 
 
Superman's powers are very specific. Terms such as super-strength and heat vision can be              
understood in many ways. To clarify these terms in relation to Superman, his most used               
signature power is superhuman strength, which is recognised as an enhanced strength and             
incredible tractive force. With his strength, Superman is said to have the ability to lift the                
maximum lifting weight although the weight differs in some cases. A few comic-books depict              
him as being able to lift entire mountains or even planets. In All-Star Superman , his               52
strength was tested to exceed the force of 200 quintillion tonnes. This extreme display of               
power is only possible, as he has adapted to a much more powerful gravity of Krypton,                
meaning the Earth's gravity is far less limiting, and the Earth's Sun fuelling all his abilities. 
 
Superman's invulnerability means he is immune to almost all harms, ailments, extreme            
forces, and temperatures. This power's effectiveness extend to a point where a supernova             
would cause him no harm. Immunity to almost every physical and mental illnesses, viruses              
or toxins is also part of this ability. An explanation for this goes alongside with Kryptonian                
titanium somehow being contained in Kryptonian skin and again, the power of the solar              
system. Various circumstances where Superman has needed medical attention has occurred.           
51 A radioactive element from Krypton. Kryptonite: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptonite 
52 A twelve­issue comic book series from DC Comics. All­Star Superman: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All­Star_Superman 
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 For example when a criminal shot him with a bullet containing Kryptonite, and to get the                
bullet out the doctor had to temporarily weaken Superman's skin using Kryptonite. It is also               
said that the Kryptonite affects his ageing. With age Superman's skin gets thicker and less               
vulnerable making him almost immortal, but the Kryptonite can have a negative effect on              
this process. 
 
In the late 1930's, Superman’s ability to fly was just the ability to jump great distances due                 
to the weak gravity of Earth's and Superman's own physical strength. However, in the              
comic-books from the late 1940's Superman gained the ability to operate independently of             
gravity, and move himself through the air at will. The ability to accelerate, float mid-air,               
change the direction of flight, and travel interstellar distances without stopping, followed            
shortly after. 
 
An explanation for the term evolved vision is a superhuman sense of smell, hearing and also                
x-ray vision. This gives Superman the ability to perceive everything with perfect precision, he              
can see farther, and with great accuracy and detail, than a mere human being would ever be                 
able to. The only exception is that he is said not to be able to see through, is lead. He can                     
hear sounds from afar in perfect detail. He has to mentally screen out most of the sounds to                  
be able to function normally in places with a lot of noises. He does this by focusing on                  
individual sounds, such as heartbeat or a call of distress. His sense of smell could be                
compared to one of a dog as he can also smell the chemicals in bombs. Heat vision is                  
explained as the ability to concentrate accumulated solar energy and then projecting it             
through his eyes. Usually his eyes turn into sources of bright reddish light beams, with the                
range of hundreds of feet and has a surgical precision. These beams can be used to cut steel                  
or pulverise rock. Heat vision is one of the more physically demanding powers as it takes a                 
lot of concentration to accumulate the energy required. 
 
Powers Display in Man of Steel 
In the film Man of Steel, Superman uses all the Superpowers described above. The most               
used one is his super-strength. He shows his Superpowers in the 20​th minute to save workers                
stuck on a burning oil platform. He climbs up a pillar, smashes a door and stops a falling                  
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 tower from crushing a rescue helicopter ascending from a heliport. During all this, his              
invulnerability is at work for he is covered in flames and later on ends up in cold water for a                    
long time, without drowning. Another use of his super-strength is in the time of one of many                 
flashbacks. It takes us back to Clark's late elementary school years, to a school bus which                
drives from a bridge into a river. Young Clark pushes the bus out of the water and drags a                   
drowning kid to the shore. All in all, super-strength is the most used superpower by               
Superman in the film Man of Steel. Other notable uses of this power are for example when                 
he destroys Ludlow's truck after he harasses a waitress in a bar where Clark works, fighting                
the sentinel and Faroa-Ul, and of course fighting Zod where he in the end breaks his neck,                 
which he would not be able to do was it not for his super-strength, for Zod has the same                   
invulnerability as he does. 
 
There are total of five uses of Superman's heat vision in the film. The first one, is in the first                    
flashback which shows Clark in a school looking very confused. A view of his perception of                
the world is shown to us as he runs away from the classroom and hides in the closet. When                   
his teacher tries to get him out, he heats up the doorknob with his vision, and burns her                  
hand. The second use is when Clark Kent is in the research centre located in the north of                  
Canada. He uses his heat vision to melt his way through ice to get to the old Kryptonian                  
scout ship. Third use follows shortly after when Lois Lane gets attacked by the Kryptonian               
robot guarding the scout ship. Kent burns her open wound to stop it from bleeding. The last                 
two heat vision moments are when Superman fights the Kryptonians. When he is trapped in               
the arms of the sentinel and Faroa-Ul, he uses his red beams to free himself. Later when he                  
is in combat with Zod, he melts a piece of scaffolding which Zod uses to attack Superman. 
 
The penultimate power which Superman uses in the film are his superhuman senses. These              
are introduced in the first flashback when young Clark runs away from his classroom              
because he cannot cope with everything he is perceiving. Eventually his mother comes to              
pick him up and advises him to just focus on her voice, which is also his technique of                  
managing this power later on – by focusing only on what he needs to discern. Because this                 
power is not always controlled by Superman for it is just very evolved senses that cannot be                 
turned off, only limited, there are no examples of its use in the film, yet it is always there. 
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 The last superpower used by Superman in Man of Steel is flight. It is abundantly used after                 
he finds his Superman suit in the Kryptonian ship buried in ice in the north of Canada. He                  
struggles at first until he discovers the principle of keeping himself in the air, steering and                
ascending. He shows up flying above a military base after general Zod appears on televisions               
and phones all over the world to find Kal-El and make him surrender, to get the soldiers'                 
attention. Afterwards he is taken to a Kryptonian ship from which he flies out to save Lois                 
Lane from falling to her death. A scene where he is so high above the Earth the roundness of                   
it is visible follows. Notable are also “flight fights” which repeatedly occur in the film against                
the Kryptonians. The most useful use of Superman's flying ability is when he flies through               
the world engine located in South Indian ocean and saves the world. He also saves Lois Lane                 
from falling to her death yet again. 
 
Identity 
Most superheroes have dual identities; one secret and one public as a crime fighting hero.               
For Superman, he has three identities: Clark Kent, Kal-El, and Superman. Born on a distant               
planet, Krypton, his parents name him Kal-El. They hope he will become a saviour of their                
race as he is the first natural born Kryptonian in a hundred years. As their planet is doomed                  
for destruction they send their newborn to another planet. His mother Lara predicts that he               
will have trouble fitting in saying:, “​He’ll be an outcast; a freak...​”, where Jor-El, his father,                
simply replies: “​... he’ll be a god to them​” (8:32-8:40) sensing how powerful his son will                
become. When his spaceship crashes on earth the baby boy gets adopted by two human               
parents and they name him Clark Kent. Clark believes he is a normal human being until his                 
Kryptonian powers reveal themselves. At a young age, Clark is faced with the struggle of his                
contradicting identities and must learn how to hide his origin, although he does not know               
what it is. After the bus incident, where the classmate’s mother calls Clark’s actions “​an act                
of God​” (27:54-27:56), Clark feels more miserable and confused than ever. When he asks his               
human father Jonathan if he can’t just be his son, it is clear that Clark does not know how to                    
handle his identity crisis. Jonathan tells Clark how they found him as a baby and says “​I have                  
to believe that you were… That you were sent here for a reason. […] You have to make a                   
choice. A choice of whether to stand proud in front of the human race or not​”. (​30:39-30:55​) 
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 In doing so he gives Clark a way to cope with his newly found identity. He goes from being                   
just different to discover he is an alien. 
 
After Clark’s human father is killed by a tornado, Clark travels the Earth looking for answers                
to who he is. While he travels, he uses fake names as Greenhorn and Joe, but Lois is still able                    
to track Clark down, because of his occasional power display when saving people. It is not                
until Clark finds the spaceship and learns of his true origin that he is faced with some of the                   
biggest choices of his life. Jor-El, his Kryptonian father, explains how he and Kal-El’s mother               
aspired for Kal-El to become something greater than the preordained born Kryptonians.            
They hope Kal-El can become a bridge between two races and save earth from making the                
same mistakes that led to Krypton’s fall.  To give the human race an ideal to strive towards. 
When faced with General Zod, his Kryptonian nemesis, Clark is left with the choice whether               
to save the Kryptonian race at the cost of mankind, or destroy the chance of Krypton being                 
reborn. Clark does not trust Zod, but he is also uncertain whether he can trust the human                 
race with his life. That is because his human father has always said the world was not ready                  
to deal with the fact that there is an alien living amongst them, but Clark chooses to stand                  
proud in front of the human race. 
 
  
In the pictures, Superman is seen surrendering to the US authorities standing in the air, showing them his                  
capacity to fly. ​©Man of Steel 
 
Superman surrenders himself to the authorities, but just before he seeks advice from a              
priest. Showing his “human side”, that he has emotions, fears and doubts just like humans.               
Even if he is stronger than everybody else on the planet, he still has to confront himself with                  
existential problems. The priest says: “​Sometimes you have to take a leap of faith first. The                
trust part comes later​”, (1:07:40-1:07:46). By surrendering himself to the humans and not to              
Zod, Clark places his trust in the humans. After the fight with the military against the                
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 Kryptonians, a cornel proclaims “This man is not our enemy” (1:36:34-1:36:35). At the end of               
the film Superman confirms: “​I’m here to help.​” (2:07:05-2:07:08) Clark knows that he was              
right in trusting humankind. 
The Codename and Costume 
Another part of the public identity is the code name, which makes it easier for people to                 
recognise the hero. Superman is believed to have got his name from the family crest symbol                
on his chest. The S chevron represents his alien heritage and means hope in Kryptonian. The                
name “Superman” indicates a person who is both mentally and physically at his peak and               
has a highly evolved morality. Since Stan Lee said: ​“Superman was the start of the whole                
superhero thing. He had the superpowers and wore that costume with the bright colors and               
silly cape. It’s the costume that was different,” it is likely that the name “superheroes”               53
originated from Superman. Using a code name protects the superhero’s friends and family             
from villains. The few times villains have discovered the superheroes’ true identities all hell              
has broken loose and a few times the hero’s next of kin has been killed. As it can be seen in                     
Man of Steel that the consequences for Lois knowing Superman's secret identity, is her              
capture by the military. Furthermore, the Kryptonians use Lois a way to keep Superman              
behaving on their ship by bringing her along. Then there is Superman’s human mother              
Martha who almost gets killed protecting her home, but Superman manages to interfere and              
stop the Kryptonians first. The codename Superman is only mentioned once in the film. Lois               
almost says it in the interrogation room, but is cut off before she has the chance. Even in the                   
title there is no mentioning of the codename but rather the nickname ​Man of Steel.               
Superman got this nickname due to his physique and invulnerability as they make him hard               
as steel. Although the codename is barely mentioned, the viewers immediately know of             
whom the film is about, as Superman is so well known nowadays that the name is not a                  
necessity. 
 
Clark Kent is well known for wearing glasses to protect his identity. In “Man of Steel” it is                  
not until the end of the film that Clark puts on his glasses and thereby telling the viewer that                   
he has now become the classic Superman and not just a modern interpretation. Throughout              
most of the film Clark is seen wearing baggy clothes to hide his impressive physique. Only                
53 “What is a Superhero?” ​p.​ 116 
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 when he is with his human mother Martha, Clark wears something slightly tighter, as Martha               
already know of his true identity.  
Then there is his superhero suit. Peter Coogan writes about superhero costumes: ​“More             
importantly, a superhero’s costume tends to be a visual embodiment of the character’s             
mission, powers, origin,” ​Superman is known to wear the iconic blue and red suit with a                54
cape which makes him easier to identify. Peter Coogan writes: “​The costume explains why              
the hero is fighting crime​” Because without the suit the superhero genre would lack an                55
important identifier. The suit that Superman wears in “Man of Steel” is darker in colour than                
the original and more know version. After the New 52 relaunch of DC Comics superman was                
depicted in a darker suit to suit the more serious tone of the new version. The “Man of                  
Steel” version bears much resemblance to the one used in New 52 style.  
The biggest difference with the style used in the film is the background for the suit. In “Man                  
of Steel” the suit is a Kryptonian undergarment. The Kryptonian wears dark suits whereas              
the House of El wears blue ones. This is visible especially in the fighting scene between Zod                 
and Superman where Zod rips of his armour. The suit seeming to be underwear might be a                 
nod to pop-culture's running joke that Superman is wearing underpants on his costume. 
 
Summing up Mission Power and Identity 
To sum up the chapter above it can be said that Superman’s mission almost always consists                
of saving and protecting the people of Earth. For the entire film Superman’s is always trying                
to save people in all kinds of situations and fighting for the good cause and protecting                
humans and Earth. He also fights his enemy Zod, finds out who he is, and where he comes                  
from fulfilling his different missions. Superman’s powers are extraordinary like flying,           
super-strength, heat vision, invulnerability, superhuman senses - x-ray vision and evolved           
sense of smelling and hearing. Superman has “several” identities in the film as he not only                
uses his own names but also uses fake identities when working and travelling to different               
destinations while searching for answers about his origin. Nevertheless he still meets the             
dual identity requirement as Kal-El and Clark Kent are both private identities and Superman,              
as his “superhero-identity”, is the public one, the way that people know him as a superhero.                
54 ​“What is a ​Superhero​?” ​p​. 9 
55 ​“​What is a ​Superhero​?” ​p​. 6 
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 He wears the iconic suit with his family’s crest and red cape identifying him as a superhero                 
and has a codename.  
 
Heroes and Villains - Two Sides of One Coin 
 
To be able to discuss heroes and what makes a hero, you also need to discuss their                 
opposition, and the whole cause for the need of a hero. To answer these, we need to bring                  
the villain into the picture. Every superhero has a counterpart, an arch-nemesis, the reason              
for their need to act as a hero, and that is a supervillain. For every hero you can have an                    
endless amount of regular villains, but only one​super​villain. The supervillain most of all acts               
as a balance point, a contrast to the superhero, and vice versa. There cannot be light                
without darkness, there cannot be love without hate, people would not be able to see               
beauty without having felt the pain in sorrow, and there can be no good without evil. The                 
world needs to be in balance, and we need to even the odds. 
 
In the film “Man of Steel” we have Superman, acting as a superhero, and we have Zod                 
playing the role of the supervillain. Superman represents freedom in the form of free will               
and the freedom of choice, while Zod is shackled to Krypton’s society’s rules, born to be a                 
military general and then chained to the prison he was sentenced to by the society of                
Krypton. In this case, Superman and Zod each represent two sides of the same coin. Both                
Kryptonian men are born into the same ranks of the same society on the same planet, but                 
future events caused them to become arch-nemesis. These two super beings act as two              
different sides of the same coin, meaning that they need each other to exist to contain the                 
balance. For after all, what would the world need a hero for, if there was no evil to fight?                   
And whom would the villain need to defeat if there was no hero? How can they then prove                  
themselves worthy of the title “Superbeing”? 
 
These things also apply to the film “Man of Steel”. The only reason for Clark Kent to become                  
Superman is because of Zod, and the threat he presents against the earth. The same applies                
to Zod, he would not necessarily have been viewed as a villain, were it not for Superman.                 
This proves that there would neither be Superman nor General Zod without the other, and               
this shows the need for the Super villain.  
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What Type of Villain?  
When talking about villains, there are different kinds of villains, and to be more precise               
there are four kinds of villains described by Robin S Rosenberg in the book “What is a                 56
superhero?”. 
First of all, there is ​the straightforward criminal who is, as the title says, the standard villain                 
who seeks material gain in money or valuable objects. The second type of villain is ​the                
vengeful villain which is described as a villain with a personal vendetta where the villain               
either seeks revenge, or seeks to prove themselves better than the hero. The third villain is                
the heroic villain, ​where the word “heroic” is subjective to the villain. This is a villain who                 
truly believes that he or she is “working for the greater good”. It is not about material gain,                  
or revenge but an unselfish larger goal. This is not to be confused with a heroic hero,                 
because where heroes also believe in a greater good. They believe that you should take the                
right kinds of actions to get there, whereas a villain believes that the ends justify the means.  
Last of all is ​the sadistic villain which is a villain who wreaks havoc for the pleasure of it. This                    
villain is all about death and destruction and he is the best way to show what the hero is                   
made of because he must come face to face with pure evil.  
 
The second part of explaining a villain, comes from the explanation for why the villain               
became a villain to begin with. In the book “What is a superhero?”, Andrew Smith has four                 57
reasons for this: The first one is ​Supervillains just want to have fun. ​These are the villains                 
who are not interested in the traditional villainy but would rather battle their given              
superhero just for the fun of it. The second is called ​Mom liked you best! These are the                  
envious villains, the ones who are insanely jealous of a specific hero, the ones who feel that                 
their lives are incomplete and their successes are meaningless. They ultimately feel that             
their lives are hollow and they will “​direct all their malice at the specific character to prove                 
their superiority​” . The third one is ​What doesn’t kill me… which is the villain where                58
self-worth, acknowledgment, and approval are the keywords. This villain’s self-worth is tied            
56 “What is a Superhero?” p. 107­111 
57 “What is a Superhero?” p. 101­104 
58 What is a Superhero; p.102 
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 to the greatness of their opponent, the better the hero - the better the villain feels about                 
themselves. They also strive for the hero’s approval and the acknowledgement of their             
victories. The last one is called ​This is all your fault! Where the villain uses the hero as an                    
excuse for his or hers bad behaviour or blames them for becoming villains.  
 
Characterisation of General Zod 
To be able to figure out which kind of villain the character General Zod is in the film “Man of                    
Steel”, some questions need to be answered, such as: Why and how is he a villain? What                 
drives him? And how do Superman and Zod affect each other? But to answer these               
questions, it is best to establish the origin of General Zod.  
 
General Zod comes from the planet Krypton, and was born in the traditional Kryptonian way,               
which means that he was almost genetically engineered to be a military man meaning that               
his destiny was preordained. On Krypton their way of life is much alike the theory of Plato’s                 59
book “Republic ” and the lives of ants. They are born into a specific task in society and know                  60
of nothing else than what they are meant to do. This means that they do not have the same                   
sense of free will as humans do, but that they have a much stronger sense of duty instead.                  
Zod is a true Kryptonian in the sense that nothing matters more to him than helping and                 
protecting Krypton and nothing should stand in his way of completing the task he was born                
to fulfill. 
 
In the film “Man of Steel” it quickly becomes clear that Zod is the villain of the film.  
Every time he is in a scene, dark music is played in the background, telling us that whatever                  
is about to happen is not good. Other than this, he and his entire crew are always seen                  
wearing black, which in the western world symbolises darkness, danger, crime, power,            
death, and evil. They also wear masks when they are on earth which are not for hiding                 61
their face, but to protect them from the climate on Earth, as they have not yet adapted to it. 
 
59 ​Greek philosopher, 428/427 or 424/423 – 348/347 BC. Plato: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato 
60 A book by Plato published around 380 BC. 
61 Black is often used to represent evil. Black Symbolism: ​http://symbolism.wikia.com/wiki/Black 
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 During most of the film, Zod is seen as a superior to Superman. The camera almost always                 
looks up at him, and he is shown as both stronger and a better fighter than Superman. He                  
speaks very slowly and articulates perfectly which makes him appear all the more             
threatening. To give an example of his evil he is introduced with a scene where he kills one                  
of the council members, who also happens to be an old woman. He does this without any                 
sign of remorse or guilt. Later, he and his accomplices are sent to the Phantom Zone as a                  
punishment for their crimes against Krypton. This means that already in the beginning of the               
film he is directly introduced as a villain and a military man gone bad. But when he comes to                   
Earth to find Superman - or rather Kal-El - it is harder for the people of Earth to know                   
whether he is good or bad because he makes Superman appear like the villain. He does this                 
by saying that he is ​General Zod, and have travelled a long way to find him, and that he                   
needs him to ​surrender​. Then again, he also says that the earth will “suffer the               
consequences” if Superman does not surrender, which leaves the people of earth a bit              
confused as for choosing a side to trust.  
 
General Zod has two motives throughout the film, both stopped by Superman’s            
interference. His first motive is in the beginning of the film; he wants to create a revolution                 
on Krypton where only the strong bloodlines will prevail, where he himself, will be the one                
deciding who is worthy and who is not, which Kal-El’s father Jor-El, disagrees with. His               
second motive is shown when he gets to Earth and wants to recreate Krypton on Earth. His                 
every motive and every move throughout the film always comes back to his sense of duty.                
Zod is, as earlier mentioned, born in the “traditional” Kryptonian way, where his place in               
society is decided before he is even born. In Zod’s case, he was placed as a military man                  
which means that his whole life has evolved around that, without the freedom to choose               
other dreams or any other life. What this does to a person, is that the person will only know                   
how to think in that direction, and for that one goal, which for Zod is to protect Krypton and                   
its people by making sure it prevails.  
 
Last but not least, is is important to mention that Zod has the same superpowers as                
Superman. They are both from Krypton, and therefore they both gain inhuman powers             
when they are on Earth, which means that Zod also possesses the ability to shoot a heat                 
vision through his eyes, he has super strength, he can fly and he is invulnerable. This also                 
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 makes him a true supervillain in the eyes of Stan Lee who says: “​To be a Supervillain you                  
have to be a villain, but you also have to have a superpower, just like a superhero has to. The                    
word super really is the key.​”  62
 
Superman and General Zod 
In many ways, the two sides of one coin principle is shown throughout the whole film. They                 
are born on the same planet, but where Superman’s freedom on earth has taught him of                
moral, Zod has none, because he has evolved above that. “​You are weak, son of El. Unsure of                  
yourself. The fact that you possess a sense of morality, and we do not, gives us an                 
evolutionary advantage” (1:30:05-1:30:22), This is a quote from General Zod in a            
conversation with Superman, proving that he truly believes that having no moral makes him              
superior to Superman. Again his goal is the only thing that matters to him, and again, they                 
are opposites, because Superman lives by his morals and would never act without them.              
Superman is also the one who teaches Zod how to cope with the power from the sun. When                  
Zod’s mask is broken, he cannot control everything he hears or sees which makes him               
collapse, but later on, Superman tells him to focus and concentrate the energy which only               
makes him stronger. In some way, Superman could have defeated Zod by taking off his mask                
and leaving him, but the good in him forces him to help Zod, which only makes it worse for                   
himself later on.  
 
Their motives throughout the film are also much alike. Zod wishes to save Krypton and its                
people, and Superman wants to save earth and it is people. Superman goes against his own                
people since he himself, is a Kryptonian, and Zod goes against his motive of saving               
Kryptonians by going against Superman. But then again, Zod’s only reason for going against              
Superman, is that Superman ruined his chances of fulfilling his purpose in life, which is all he                 
lives for. Despite Zod’s hatred for Superman, he also says that Superman has “adopted” the               
humans, as if they were his children. He also sees Superman as a superior to the humans                 
and does not understand why Superman chooses them over his own people. In this case, the                
two are not so different since their motives are the same: To save their people, whatever                
the cost. Zod would have killed the humans to save Krypton, and Superman ends up killing                
62 “What is a Superhero?” p.115 
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 Zod to save the lives of an innocent family. Superman also hates Zod for forcing him to do                  
that because the action in itself is a betrayal of Superman’s whole identity and belief system.  
 
This form of psychic war is also a classic sign of a villain. ​“Super villains are more powerful                  
than heroes because they play on hero’s inner conflicts - self imposed limits and fear that                
they might become what they oppose, temptation - Batman should kill the Joker to make him                
stop, but that would make him a murderer.” Zod plays on Superman’s inner conflicts by               63
making him what he so despises: a murderer. And to make it even worse, Zod actually made                 
Superman kill him in front of people with children. All because he was not strong enough to                 
save them.  
 
The Final Battle 
In a film with a good guy and a bad guy, or a villain and a hero, there is always going to be a                        
final battle to see who wins it all. Often the stakes are high, and it is often the climax of the                     
film and where all the red strings get tied together.  
 
In this film, ​Man of Steel our final battle is cut into two parts. The first part is the Earth and                     
Superman, against Zod and his crew, who are placing world engines meant to change the               
earth into a new Krypton, destroying the Earth and its people in its way. In this round,                 
Superman defeats Zod with the help of Lois Lane and the people of Metropolis, by creating a                 
black hole, which Zod and his crew gets sucked into while the machine gets destroyed. 
 
After this round, when the smoke settles, we see that Zod has survived, and is on his knees.                  
This is the first time in the film where Superman is shown as a superior to Zod, and the first                    
time Zod has shown weakness.  
63 “What is a superhero?” p. 89 
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In the picture you can see superman in the blue circle and Zod in the red, showing that Superman is now                     
superior to Zod. ​©Man of Steel 
 
Zod says: ​“I exist, only to protect Krypton. That is the sole purpose for which I was born. And                   
every action I take no matter how violent, or how cruel is for the greater 
 good of my people. And now I have no people” (​1:58:43-1:59:12) 
 
He says this while almost crying, and it sums his character up perfectly, that he lives and dies                  
for his people. After this, he continues in a different voice tone: 
“My soul, that is what you have taken, from me… I’m going to make them suffer, Kal. These                  
humans you’ve have ​adopted​, I will take them all from you, one by one.” (​1:59:15-1:59:39) 
 
This whole quote is said very slowly, which makes it seem very frightening. With his voice                
turning from sad to completely furious and Zod changes both character and motive. This              
scene is the perfect place to analyse which kind of Super-villain General Zod really is, since it                 
shows so much of his character, and because this scene is the breaking point of his                
character.  
 
Zod starts out as a Heroic Villain. He does not see himself as a villain, but merely a military                   
protector, and neither does he recognise Superman nor his father as his enemies to begin               
with, they were just in his way for his motive, which later on made them enemies. His goal is                   
to save his planet and his people, which is a very heroic motive to have, and is much the                   
same as Superman’s, who is a Superhero. The difference from the two, and the reason that                
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 General Zod is a Heroic Villain instead of a Heroic Hero, is that he believes that the ends                  
justify the means. This means that he would not hesitate to kill every citizen of Earth and                 
destroy the Earth to make room for a new Krypton and its people. This also means that he                  
would not hesitate to kill Superman, or any other Kryptonian - even though his goal is to                 
save them - to reach his larger goal. Superman goes against this because he, as a hero,                 
believes in the right actions to lead you to the goal, and by stopping Zod from fulfilling his                  
purpose, he breaks Zod himself.  
 
When Zod has lost all hope for his cause, he believes that Superman has stolen his very soul,                  
and therefore he wants revenge. This turns him into the Vengeful villain where bare anger               
and sorrow is the only thing left in him, and the only one to blame is Superman. This also                   
matches with the ‘​this is all your fault!’ ​theory, where Zod blames Superman for taking his                
soul, and therefore there is nothing left but to become evil, and destroy Superman and               
everything around him. This change of heart leads to complete havoc and a long battle               
between Superman and Zod. The fight ends with Superman and Zod in a building where a                
family is trapped where Zod uses his heat vision to try to burn them, but where Superman                 
holds him back. In the end Superman is not strong enough and as Zod is just about to reach                   
the family, Superman breaks his neck, and Zod dies. 
 
Summing Up Villains 
It has earlier been stated that the character ​Superman in the film ​Man of Steel does fit all                  
the requirements that Peter Cogan showed for a true Superhero in the book ​What is a                
Superhero. ​But does he have a true Supervillain to oppose him? Even though their motives               
are similar, due to his actions, General Zod is clearly the character chosen as the villain of                 
the film. He is throughout most of the film viewed as a ​Heroic Villain, but in the final battle                   
he feels that he has lost all and therefore turns into the ​Vengeful Villain. ​By being a Heroic                  
type of villain, Zod also plays on Superman’s mentality because his plans aren’t pure evil, but                
for a greater good: To save krypton, which is also the home planet of Superman. This means                 
that Superman has to see past the heroism that Zod is showing, and realise that in the end,                  
it is not really a heroic act since it involves destroying the earth. This is hard for Superman                  
since it involves saying goodbye to Krypton and fighting against what is left of its people.  
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When it comes to the end where Zod changes to the Vengeful villain, he wants nothing else                 
than making Superman hurt, and he does this not only by fighting Superman, but also by                
trying to hurt innocent people. Superman has to stop him from doing this, and in the end                 
where it comes to either saving an innocent family or saving Zod, Superman makes the hard                
choice of killing Zod to protect the family. This is Zod’s final attack on Superman, making him                 
into a murderer.  
 
Discussion 
 
Does a Hero Kill? 
In the former pages it has been concluded that Superman is a true Superhero according to                
the theories by Peter Coogan, but there are still some questions left unanswered. Superman              
kills Zod, so can he still be called a hero after that? Can a murderer really be a true hero?                    
Usually villains believe that the ends justify the means which for example could mean that it                
is okay to destroy Earth to save Krypton, while heroes are supposed to be against this, and                 
always think of the moral of the situation.  
 
By killing Zod, Superman is showing that he believes that the lives of a single innocent family                 
are more important than Zod’s life, which means that he believes that the ends - saving an                 
innocent family - justifies the means of killing Zod. This shows that in this moment he thinks                 
as a villain. One could of course argue that he was pressured to do it or that it was for a                     
greater good, but those again are the same arguments that a villain would use.  
 
So this once more leaves the question of whether he really is a hero or he just shown a sign                    
of humanity or weakness. One could also argue that he might be an anti-hero , which               64
means that he is in between being a hero and a villain. An example of an anti-hero could be                   
a character such as Catwoman . Catwoman is a character who steals for her own pleasure,               65
64 A protagonist ​who lacks conventional heroic qualities. Antihero: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antihero 
65 A female fictional character from DC Comics. Catwoman: 
http://dc.wikia.com/wiki/Catwoman_(Selina_Kyle) 
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 but when it really matters, you can mostly count on her to do the right thing. It could also be                    
said that Superman is a good person making good deeds, but doing it in the wrong way. This                  
does not necessarily mean that he is a bad person, but that he may not yet have figured out                   
how to be a true hero. This also fits with the end of the film where Clark Kent puts on his                     
glasses which are the most typical feature of his hidden identity. 
 
Upbringing 
Peter Coogan wrote that what makes a hero is the mission, the power, and the identity                
which are the three main themes of many well known heroes today. But does a hero really                 
need those to qualify himself as a hero? And does the upbringing matter? In this film,                
Superman grew up with a great family who taught him to be good, and strive for greater                 
goals. But what if he had been an orphan? Would he still have become a hero if his Earth                   
family had not taught him to be good and strive for good? One could say that it may lie in                    
Kal-El’s DNA, because he comes from a good Kryptonian family who wants him to do good                
on Earth, but they are not the family he grew up with. His human parents have had a huge                   
influence on him while raising him. It can be seen in the scene where Superman’s human                
father Jonathan talks with a young Superman about how Superman wanted to hurt some              
bullies. Superman showed restraint which proves that his adoptive parents has taught him             
that violence is not the answer. So is a hero born as a hero? Or do they actually learn it from                     
the people who raised them?  
 
In other comics, the heroes often have a sidekick or an apprentice whom they teach how                66
to be a good hero. These sidekicks often make mistakes and do not always end up as heroes                  
like their mentors. An example of this, is Batman and his Robins . He has had five Robins                 67
where only one turned into a true hero called Nightwing , while the rest of them either                68
failed, turned evil, got hurt or died. One could also ask whether a heroic villain was born to                  
be a villain or a hero, because they try to do good, but end up doing it in a wrong way which                      
makes them villains, but they did not strive to be villains, they just misunderstood the               
concept.  
66 A follower, a helper or a friend. Sidekick: http://www.thefreedictionary.com/sidekick 
67 Several fictional superheroes helping Batman. Robin: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robin_(comics) 
68 A fictional character evolved from a sidekick to a superhero. Nightwing: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nightwing 
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Stan Lee and Superheroes 
According to famous comic book creator Stan Lee (​1922-​) : “​A superhero is a person who               69
does heroic deeds and has the ability to do them in a way that a normal person couldn’t.” It                   70
can be said that this applies to Superman in “Man of Steel”. The way that superman saved                 
the workers on the oil rig, by using his super-strength to secure the helicopters lift off, was                 
not something a normal person could do. Superman also performs countless of other             
inhuman actions in the film which further define him as a superhero. The same rules applies                
to supervillains. Lee writes about people with inhuman - or supernatural abilities: “​if they              
were evil, they would be supervillains, because the same rule applies​” . He continues: “​The               71
problem with telling superhero stories is that it naturally follows that you need a supervillain.               
You need a foe who can make the story interesting, someone who’s at least as powerful as—                 
and hopefully even more powerful than— the hero, because that makes the story fun.” .               72
The powerful villain in this film, is Zod. Zod is almost throughout the whole film viewed as a                  
superior to Superman. He is stronger, a better fighter, and he plays on the emotions and                
inner conflicts of his victims by acting heroic, while his motives are not. Zod is also a more                  
complex character because he truly thinks he is doing good, which also makes Superman              
doubt whether he in fact is good or bad, and whether he can actually trust him. In some                  
ways, even though the film revolves around Superman/Clark Kent, it is actually more about              
Zod and the threat he poses to earth, their final battle is also the climax of the film. This                   
means that Superman be the main character, but he is not necessarily the most important               
one.  
 
 ​Lex Luthor - the Human Arch-Nemesis 
When talking about the villain of Superman, there is one villain whose name cannot go               
unmentioned. The old villain “​Lex Luthor​” which was Superman’s original villain in both the              73
old comics, and the old films. He is known as Superman’s ultimate arch-nemesis, but he is                
69 An American comic book writer, editor, publisher, television host, media producer, actor and former 
president and chairman of Marvel Comics. Stan Lee: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stan_Lee 
70 ​“What is a Superhero?” ​p​. 115 
71 ​ “What is a Superhero?” ​p​. 115 
72 ​“What is a Superhero?” ​p​. 116 
73 A fictional supervillain from DC Comics. Lex Luthor: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lex_Luthor 
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 not in the film Man of Steel. This leaves the question: “Why not? And why Zod instead?”                 
Another question worth asking, is the fact that the book “What is a Superhero” says that                
there cannot be a hero, without a villain. Which means that Superman cannot exist without               
Zod, but then what happens when Superman kills Zod? Has he then no purpose? Has he                
then no goal? A hypothesis could be that Superman has not yet ​really become ​Superman​,               
and this film is only the beginning. Superman has a known disguise called Clark Kent, whose                
trademark is that he is wearing glasses, so that people cannot recognise him. And in the film                 
“Man of Steel” he only puts the glasses on at the very end of the film which may mean that                    
he only really becomes the true Superman and Clark Kent, at the very end of the film. This                  
would also mean that Zod may not have yet have been the true villain of Superman, and that                  
Lex Luthor is to show up in later films.  
 
Easter-Eggs 
DC uses something called “Easter-eggs” to hint to prior or later films to come, and in “Man                 
of Steel” several of these can be seen, showing the existence of Lex Luthor. At one point we                  
see Clark Kent gets a lift home from a LexCorp truck, and later we see a LexCorp building,                  
and there are several more LexCorp trucks during the film. LexCorp is a company owned by,                
and named after Lex Luthor himself, and these small signs can therefore be seen as signs of                 
Lex Luthor's existence. This may mean that the reason to Zod’s death, may be because he is                 
not meant as the true villain of Superman, but is merely meant as a kickstarter for Clark                 
Kent’s carrier as the Superhero Superman. If this is true, then all the easter-eggs there has                
been shown as hints to Lex Luthor, may mean that he is still the true arch-nemesis of                 
Superman, and is yet to come. Especially now that Clark Kent has his disguise and has truly                 
become Superman. All these are of course only hypothesis and speculations, and the truth              
of them can be discussed, but can only be known for sure in the future. 
 
Religious Parallels 
Throughout most of the film there can be drawn religious parallels between Superman and              
biblical characters. To begin with, there is Superman’s Kryptonian family name, El, which             
means ​God in hebrew . Since the creators of Superman were Jewish, it would make sense               74
74 Hebraic meaning of El. God­El: http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Names_of_G­d/El/el.html 
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 for them to have knowledge of the hebrew language and use it in their writing, adding extra                 
layers to the character.  
This means that like Jesus Christ, Superman was sent to Earth, by someone named God, to                
guide and save humankind. The way Superman is sent to Earth reminds of how Moses was                
sent to the Egyptians . Moses life was doomed as he was born Jewish, and the pharaoh                75
wanted all newborn Jews to be killed. To save Moses life his mother sent him down the Nile                  
and an Egyptian princess found and adopted him. So much like Moses, Superman was sent               
by from one race to another to survive, living in hiding, pretending to belong.  
As an adult when Superman is in the military interrogation-room, he mentions that he has               
been on earth for 33 years. Jesus was believed to be 33 years old when he was crucified and                   
resurrected. In the Urban dictionary, the age 33 is described as: “​The 33rd year of your life                 
where you are reborn in some sense. Perhaps a mid-life crisis, perhaps an ego death, perhaps                
the year where you abandon old ways and start new.... or perhaps you were affixed to a                 
cross and came out the other side a spiritual figure that historians, theologians, worshipers              
and dissenters make the subject of many a conversation.​“ In some sense Clark Kent dies               76
when he discovers who he really is and is reborn as Superman.  
 
Then there is the scene where Clark asks for advice from the priest. 
  
In the first picture from the left, Clark is seen talking to the priest and in the second the glass mosaic is shown.                       
©Man of Steel 
The stained glass mosaic, contains a painting of Christ in the garden of Gethsemane. This               
was where Jesus prayed for strength to undergo the ordeal he was about to face (the                
crucifixion). Parallels can be drawn to Clark's own need for advice about whether he should               
give himself up. Lastly there is a moment in the film where Superman’s body is posed as a                  
75 Exodus chapter from the Holy Bible 
76 Urban dictionary age 33: http://da.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=jesus+year 
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 cross. The scene takes place right after Jor-El has said: “​... You can save all of                
them​”(1:22:59-1:23:02) meaning that Superman not only has the ability to save all of             
mankind but also some sort of responsibility to do so.  
 
Superman drifts out from Zod’s spaceship just before he turns and rescues Lois. ​©Man of Steel 
 
A notable difference between Superman and Jesus is their looks. Jesus Christ is describes as:               
“​He had no beauty or majesty to attract us to Him, nothing in His appearance that we should                  
desire Him.​” whereas Superman is the embodied version of western beauty standards. This             77
proves how in modern society it is no longer enough to be intelligent or powerful to be                 
popular. One also need to look good, which is most likely why a lot of comic-book heroes is                  
drawn with unrealistic bodies.  
 
All these parallels are interesting as Jesus Christ is considered the saviour of man and by                
comparing Superman to Jesus, Superman becomes a saviour as well. So it can be said that                
Jesus might have been the Past’s kind of superhero, and that Superman is the present God.                
Other links have been made between Gods of the past and modern superheroes. For              
example is there the Marvel superhero; Thor who is based on Tor the Norse mythological               78
god of thunder. Additionally there is Aquaman who is based on Poseidon from the Greek               
mythology. Along comes countless of other superheroes who are based on minor or major              
gods.  
 
Not only has religion played a big role as a source for inspiration but it can be said that                   
mythological gods was the distant superheroes of the past. The claim can be made because               
77 “The Holy Bible”, ​Isaiah 53:2 
78 A fictional superhero from Marvel Comics. Thor: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thor_(Marvel_Comics) 
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 throughout history people have not only worshipped gods but also asked them for help. The               
gods had supernatural powers making them able to perform incredible actions and smythe             
down the enemy if needed. In modern day most of the superheroes might be less powerful                
than some of the gods of the past, but they have to deal with human lives and morality                  
which sometimes make them act wiser than the gods have done in myths.  
 
Krypton and Global Warming  
If superman is a modern version of Jesus, and if he was sent to Earth to be its savior, then                    
what does Earth needs saving from? One could of course say that there are many things of                 
which the Earth could need saving from such as: Supervillains, war, and natural disasters,              
but it could also be one specific disaster: ​Global warming.  
 
In the beginning of the film, we see Krypton imploding, and before that we see both Jor-El                 
and General Zod trying to convince the council of the catastrophe about to happen. Jor-El is                
a Kryptonian scientist who for a long time has tried to convince the council that they should                 
take action, but this time he is telling them that it is too late to save Krypton, but that they                    
should save the people while they still can. This is, as earlier mentioned, also one of the                 
reasons for him sending Kal-El to Earth, to save his race. Sadly, the council will not listen to                  
him, which is why General Zod rebels against them, because he is tired of them discussing                
everything while their planet slowly dies. 
 
This whole point, with the planet dying and no one believing it, could be viewed as a                 
reference to the issue of global warming on Earth. Krypton died because no one would listen                
to the scientists, and because the council - which could be viewed as a reference to                
politicians - chose to remain inactive instead of doing something active. Many people feel              
that we have the same problem on Earth, and that we keep on having political discussions                
and climate meetings, while scientists tell us that it is already too late. While this is a quite                  
small part of the film, it is still an important matter throughout the film, and can be viewed                  
as a symbol of Earth’s inactiveness when it comes to our climate changes, and it may be                 
seen as a warning of what may happen if we keep it up. By summing up, it may mean that                    
Superman, or Kal-El, was sent to Earth to prevent Earth from making the same mistakes as                
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 Krypton. In other words, he may have been sent to Earth to stop the global warming.  
 
Conclusions 
 
Who is Superman and Who Created Him? 
The Character, Superman, was created by the author, Jerry Siegel (1914-1996) and drawn to              
life by cartoon artist, Joe Shuster (1914-1992). After Siegel tragically lost his father in 1929,               
he began to use his frustrations and turned them into ideas. These ideas would be the                
building blocks for the character Superman. Superman’s first appearance was in the            
self-published comic in 1933, which portrayed him as a villain. This was not a popular               
character, so in 1934 they recreated him as a hero with great powers, but he was still not yet                   
the hero we all know today. In 1938, Siegel and Shuster sold the rights of this new                 
hero-Superman to the company DC, where it was met with great enthusiasm, and was              
where Superman was made a success. Superman's powers captivated audience all across            
America. Even troops, during World War II, were given special copies to inspire them.  
While superman’s personality was not defined in Siegel's work, he still captured Superman's             
greatest adventures. In the year 2000, writer Jeph Loeb took it upon himself to tell fans of                 
the series a more human side of Superman. he created a TV-show called Smallville which               
showed the upbringing of Clark Kent. The days of the one-dimensional Superman stories             
were over. Writers wanted to show a realistic version of Superman, as if he lived among us.                 
This was a very popular idea and in 2013 a movie with that very same motive as Jeph Loeb                   
had arrived. The film, entitled Man of Steel, brought again inspiration to fans. Other comic               
book companies, such as Marvel, has also been defining their superheroes in the same way               
as Superman. Stan Lee, the author of many superheroes such as Spiderman, has also shown               
that mature, relatable stories is what draws people  and inspires them. 
 
Does Superman Live Up to the Definition of Peter Coogan’s Mission           
Powers and Identity of a Superhero? 
Given Peter Coogan’s definition of Mission, Power and Identity, Superman does live up to it.               
During the entire film we see him saving people and putting his own life and safety at risk                  
when saving them. He is a true Superhero, we see him risking his life to save the people of                   
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 Earth and to fight against Zod. As Superman often uses his superpower when saving others               
people lives, it shows that he has super abilities like super sense, an evolved sense of                
smelling and hearing, x-ray vision, heat vision, super-strength, invulnerability, and his most            
known capacity to fly. It also shows that his power are spectacular and extraordinary. That is                
another proof of his being a real superhero. Superman as any other superhero has also a                
double identity, as he is Superman when a superhero, a public figure to the world and Clark                 
Kent or Kal-El when he is a normal person on Earth, his private identity. Superman does also                 
have a superhero costume that make him recognizable. That fulfill Peter Coogan’s definition             
of Mission, Power and Identity. Superman in the film Man of Steel can be defined as a real                  
Superhero, as he fulfill the three crucial part of being a superhero. He has his mission to                 
save people, his superpower and his public and private identity. 
 
What Role Does the Character “General Zod” Play in the Film and            
How Does it Affect “Superman”? 
General Zod plays the part of the supervillain opposing Superman in the film, Man of Steel. 
This is shown in several ways: He is always shown wearing black which is a symbol of crime                  
and evil, he is throughout most of the film shown as superior to superman and he believes                 
that the ends justify the means. He is portrayed as a​Heroic villain​which means that he has                  
a goal larger than himself, which is to save Krypton, but at the end when he loses all hope,                   
he changes to a​vengeful villain​whose only goal is to hurt superman. He affects Superman in                 
different ways by playing with his mentality by threatening people around him and yet still               
wanting him as an ally.  
Zod brings the best out in Kal-El by forcing Superman to reveal himself to the public, which                 
means that without him there might not be a Superman, and a hero to save Metropolis. But                 
he also brings the worst out in Superman by creating a situation where the only way to save                  
an innocent family, is for Superman to kill Zod, which makes him a murderer. This proves                
that Zod truly has superiority over Superman and is therefore truly worthy of the name:               
Supervillain.  
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 Is Superheroes the Modern Version of Gods? 
By making religious parallels between Jesus Christ and Superman both the original creators             
of Superman and the director of Man of Steel have accomplished an interesting thing. They               
have reinvented how to tell stories with godly characters and still have the characters              
believable and interesting for the modern audience. Additionally they have made it easy for              
Superman to be viewed as a hero by comparing him with one of society’s most influential                
and powerful figures in history. This may also be one of the minor reasons why Superman                
has gained such a big popularity in the western society. By creating Superman in a godly                
image Siegel and Shuster have cleared a pathway for other mythological figures to be              
reimagined as superheroes and thereby created comic-book history. 
 
Compared to the Theories of Peter Coogan and Stan Lee          
From the Book “What is a Superhero?”, is the Character          
“Superman” in the Film “Man of Steel” Really a Superhero? 
 
In the book “What is a Superhero”, the author, Peter Coogan, has a very clear definition of a                  
Superhero. He believes that the three most important themes for creating a superhero, is              
the ​mission​, the ​power​, and the ​identity​. The ​mission is the motive of the superhero. Both                
the reason for the character becoming a hero, and his actions which prove him a true hero.                 
Superman has several motives: He needs to help anybody who needs help, protect the              
Earth, and present an ideal of greater good for the people of Earth to strive after. The​power                  
is almost self-explanatory. A Superhero needs a Superpower to be “Super”, but the             
definition of what counts as a true power varies from author from author. Superman has               
several powers. All his senses are heightened, he is able to create a heat vision through his                 
eyes, he can fly, he is super-strong and is invulnerable. The​Identity of a hero is often viewed                  
in two parts: One as a secret, and one public crime fighting figure. In this film, Superman has                  
three Identities. Kal-El, which is his Kryptonian self, Clark Kent, which is his hidden identity,               
and Superman, which is the identity of the crime fighting hero. The hero often uses secret                
identities to protect family and friends from getting hurt due to the enemies that the hero                
makes. When Superman is Superman, he wears a blue suit with a red cape and a large S on                   
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 his chest which is a Kryptonian symbol for hope. When he is Clark Kent, he wears ordinary                 
clothes, and is known for wearing glasses to conceal his identity. 
 
Other authors, as the popular comic book creator Stan Lee, believes that another important              
aspect of the superhero, is the supervillain. The supervillain is created to make the story               
more interesting, and they often have a more complex character than the hero and is often                
also stronger than the hero, all to make their battles more enticing. In this film, General Zod                 
represents the role of the villain. He is a ​heroic villain​, whose only motive is to protect                 
Krypton, and its people, whatever the cost. This means that he would gladly destroy the               
Earth to make room for a new Krypton, because he believes that the ends justify the means                 
which is also what makes him a villain: the carelessness for collateral damage.  
 
All in all, it can be concluded that Superman truly does fit the criteria, made by Stan Lee and                   
Peter Coogan, for a true Superhero. He has both missions, powers, identities and a              
supervillain to fight against.  
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